ELEVATE
NEXT LEVEL MARKETING

FDI attraction has changed significantly, and potential Investors
are now increasingly savvy, with access to more information and
data, channels and platforms than ever before.
FDI professionals now face a daunting task of breaking through
the noise, differentiating themselves in a world where everything
feels 'step and repeat'. The key to success will be creating a
compelling story and communicating that story in such a way that
will set you apart.
At OCO Global we understand both sides of the coin. We know
what matters when it comes to investment promotion, we have
the insight and experience of working with EDOs and business
alike and we have the technical expertise to deliver successful
marketing campaigns.

Marketing Strategies
Grounded in the new
Market Reality

Taking you to the next level
We’ve been working at the heart of Trade and Investment for 20 years, facilitating
connections between business, government and intermediaries. We have a proven
track record of helping clients to build and execute strategies that have successfully
attracted international investment to spur job creation, innovation and economic
growth. Our immediate successes turn into trusted long-term partnerships to attract
the most valuable foreign investors.
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With offices and partner networks covering major markets all around the world, we’ve
the insight, knowledge and expertise to take marketing campaigns to the next level.

OCO Elevate offers
the latest digital
and traditional
marketing services
to the world’s
best EDOs and
IPAs, supporting
their investment
promotion efforts.

Our Services
Display Network
Advertising
Display network sites reach around 90%
of global internet users. We can advise on
the best placement and develop on point
messaging to get in front of your target
market within your budget.

Search Engine
Optimization (SEO)
Competition for top search engine rankings is
high. We can help you get your organisation
in front of those most likely to be searching for
your services, with a combination of decades of
knowledge in trade & investment and technical
and strategic knowledge in SEO.

Website Design &
Development
Your website is the first place a prospective investor or client
will get to know you. Let us help you create maximum impact.
From wire frame and creative design, building and testing to
'go live', we will manage every step of the journey to create a
beautiful user and search engine friendly site.

Pay per click (PPC)
The world of paid digital advertising can
seem daunting. But with our expansive
experience across search engines and
social platforms, we can advise on a costeffective strategy to get the most out of
your paid ads.

Social Media Marketing
The quickest, easiest and most cost-effective way
to engage with your prospective and current clients
alike, social media helps you to stay front of mind
with your target audience. We can support with
your social media planning and management of
bespoke campaigns.

Webinar
Planning & Hosting
Get face-to-face- virtually! In an increasingly digital world, webinars are key to
delivering your message to your target audience. We will advise on technical
set-up, content and supporting marketing for a 360 experience.

Social Media
Management
With experience in managing global
organisations' social media strategy, we can
advise on a social media roadmap that gets
to your businesses' objectives and manage
all aspects of your social presence, including
generating content, managing followers,
posting and analytics reporting.

Marketing
Research & Strategy
Research is a vital step in a marketing strategy
that provides clear return on investment.
Having detailed insight into your competitors,
messaging and targeting brings your
message to the world.

Place Branding
Make your location stand out. Our
place branding experts have worked
with locations all over the world to
communicate their unique selling
proposition as places to live, work,
travel to and invest in.

Collateral
Development
& Design
From brochures and flyers to pop-up
stands for event appearances, we work
with designers with extensive experience
in art direction and advertising to deliver
high quality marketing materials so you
stand out from the crowd.

PR Management   
In a fast-moving media landscape,
keeping ownership of your
businesses' reputation is key to
growing a strong brand. We work
with experienced PR experts who
have access to a wide network of
digital and print media.

Perceptions Research
How does the world see you? Through detailed perception research we can
provide unique insights into your organisation and the competition. Giving
you the building blocks to build exceptional marketing campaigns.

Content
Marketing  

Email Marketing
One of the most effective direct marketing methods, emails to your key targets
can deliver a bespoke and trackable message straight to your audience's
inbox. We can advise on all aspects of design and content.

A great marketing campaign
is built on media-rich
content. From video to
audio, static to long-form,
we have experience across
all types of marketing
content to communicate
your organisations' key
selling points.
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